due to the interaction of the increased supply of labor and the .stence of minimum wage rates and increased civil rights enforcement
affirmative action programs. The wages of young black males were eady closer to the minimum wage than were those of young whites, so n the youth labor supply increased employers had less room to ipress black wages than white wages.  [Hall (1982) suggests this isibility in his commentary on the research of Wächter and Kim »82).]
A second possible interaction is between the demographic increase supply and employer discrimination. Even if the desire to discrimi-:e on the part of employers was not increasing during recent decades, i increase in the supply of both young whites and blacks may have ireased the scope for the exercise of discriminatory hiring by »loyers.5 This theoretical possibility was emphasized in the liest exposition of an economic theory of discrimination by Becker 57).
While these higher-order interactions generate interesting »otheses, they are extraordinärily difficult to assess empirically, •ticularly when they involve such factors äs the minimum wage or ;crimination, which have proved challenging to assess even äs igular first-order factors.
Other Influences on Youth Employment
Several research findings do not fit neatly into the supply and land framework we have used in the preceding sections of this ipter. We note several of these briefly and then turn to a dis-ision of social context.
lily Influences and Teenage Experiences
Family background has a positive relationship to the probability it a young person is employed, and Meyer and Wise (1982) find that an :rease of $5,000 in parental income is associated with an increase of :e than three weeks in the number of weeks worked by teenagers.
Other family structure factors do seem to affect employment )babilities (see Rees and Gray, 1982; Corcoran, 1982). Youths with >lings working are more likely to be working themselves, suggesting i importance of family connections for information or role models.
imilarly, in the increasing concern with civil rights and rirmative action there may have been greater pressure for equal wage ratment, leading employers to make more of their adjustment to :reased supply by decreased hiring of blacks. Freeman (1985) rejects .s hypothesis, arguing that affirmative action increases relative iloyment of blacks by punishing discrimination in employment äs well in wage setting.

